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Abstract: This paper discusses the issue of sensing and control for stabilizing a
swinging load. Our work has focussed in particular on the dragline as used for
overburden stripping in open-pit coal mining, but many of the principles would also
be applicable to construction cranes. Results obtained from experimental work on a
full-scale production dragline are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Crane type machines are used for a wide variety

of material handling problems in mining, con-

struction and cargo handling . The load may be

suspended by one or more ropes from a trolley

that may move in one or two dimensions, or from

a rotating house. Construction cranes typically
have a single hoist rope and a rotating cab, the

dragline , see Figure 1, has a hoist and drag rope,

a fixed boom and a rotating house on a walking

base.

Compared to conventional robotic devices cranes

can have a very large working envelope, however

they lack rigidity and the load is free to swing.

In general these machines are manually operated

and require significant operator skill in order to

manage, and even exploit, the swing of the load.

In order for an automatic control system to per-

form the same task as the operator it is necessary

to have both appropriate sensors and a dynami-

cal model of the swinging load. These topics are

covered in sections 3 and 4 respectively, and 5

presents conclusions.

Fig. 1. A relative of the construction crane - the
dragline excavator.

2. PREVIOUS WORK

There is considerable literature in topics such as

crane load and helicopter load stabilization. The

crane literature is largely focussed on open-loop,

or input shaping, approaches rather than load-

position feedback. If the crane velocity follows

a trapezoidal profile, where the ramp tines are

equal to the period of the swinging. load, then

an initially unswinging load will be left. with no
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Fig. 2. Simulation of open-loop anti-sway crane

motion strategy. Acceleration time is equal

to swing period. The solid line corresponds

to the case where swing period is accurately

known, the dashed line corresponds to a 10%

change in rope length that is not known to

the controller.

swing, see Figure 2. However an error in the rope

length used will result in imperfect swing elimi-

nation. A variant of this[I] is discontinuous swing

control which uses maximum acceleration and de-
celeration rates and gives motion times compara-

ble to time-optimal strategies. Such strategies are

the basis of a number of anti-swing or anti-sway

motion controllers.

Backhouse et al.[2] argue that with modern high-

quality velocity controlled drives there is no need

for load position feedback, and in an indoor wind-

gust free envirapnment this solution may be ad-

equate. Feddema[3] describes an input shaping

technique for flexible manipulators and suspended

loads. A digital filter is interposed between the

operator and the crane so that residual swing is

reduced. The filter dynamics are dependent on
the swinging load dynamics and must be adjusted
online. However like all open-loop techniques this

approach cannot reject external disturbances.

More recently DeSantis and Krau[4] discuss bang-

bang control of a Cartesian crane, but present

only simulation results for the simple case where

rope length remains constant. The bang-bang con-

troller did not appear to be significantly better

than the state- feed hack controller given for com-

parison.

Ridout[1] discusses closed-loop control based on

feedback of trolley position and velocity and load

angle. While suboptimal in terms of motion time
the approach was shown to be very robust with

respect, to changes in load and rope length. This

controller was extended to incorporate variable

damping[5]. Variable damping is based on the

characteristics of a lightly damped system which
has a fast rise time (desirable) but considerable
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Fig. 3. Notation for simplified pendulum case.

overshoot (undesirable). If the damping is in-

creased as the load approaches the setpoint the

system can be made to settle quickly.

Various approaches to load position sensing have

been proposed. Ridout[1] uses a small lever arm

contacting the rope. Others have proposed to
measure the force exerted on the trolley by the

load, but in practice these measurements are noisy

and corrupted by friction. For large cranes, such

as used in civil construction or ports, it may be

feasible to instrument the spreader with sensors.

There is also considerable literature related to

helicopters carrying large loads [6,7]. The simi-

larity to the dragline problem is that the load

mass is a significant fraction of Ihe vehicle )))ass

-- for a dragline the load inertia is a. signilicani,

fraction of house rotational inertia. The helicopter

literature is largely concerned with the dynamics

of the interaction between the suspended load and

the craft's aerodynamic model, which results in

an open-loop unstable system. A skilled pilot can

control this system but with increased workload.

Stabilization involves feedback of vehicle and load

relative attitude. The latter is obtained from the

displacement of a spring mounted ring through

which the suspension cable passes. The non-linear
dynamics are linearized and an optirrual state feed-

back controller and state estimator are designed.

3. LOAD SWING CONTROL

3.1 Fundamentals of pendulum stabilisation

The principle behind the concept of dragline

bucket swing control is quite straightforward.

Consider the simplified situation of Figure 3 where

the pendulum is suspended from an arm rotating

about, a. vertical axis. The linear• zed equation of

forced motion is

-9-0-^ (1)

where x is the the linear acceleration of the
pendulum's suspension point, and is related to the
rotational acceleration of the arm by

L = PQ. (2)
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Fig. 4. Variation of equivalent pendulum coeffi-

cients over a typical cycle.

The linearized equation of motion can now be

written as

-lo- l^ (3)

which shows that the pendulum motion responds
to the rotational acceleration of the arm which is
directly related to the torque applied to the slew
drive. This is why a dragline's slew drive is current
(or torque) controlled rather than speed controlled
like the hoist and drag drives.

Now consider a feedback controller where the
applied torque is

r = PO + DB (4)

and the motion of the arm is undamped

r
(5)

with rotational inertia J. The closed-loop dynam-

ics become

B+ lJ
rD l r

j 0= 0 (6)

from which it can be seen that the closed-loop

damping is a function of D and the natural fre-

quency a function of P. That is, making the

slew torque proportional to the bucket velocity

increases the damping and reduces the oscillation

- this would be the essential aspect of the oper-

ator's learnt skill.

For the dragline[8], rather than a simple pendu-
lum, we can write

0=-c10- C2r
Jr,

(7)

Encoders can be fitted to winch drums to give an

indication of the payed out rope length. However

for loads suspended by one or two ropes there will
still be respectively two or one degrees of freedom

in which the load is free to swing. Motion along

these degrees of freedom must be measured for

control purposes.

The performance criteria for such a sensor are

stringent, particularly for mining operations, and

must be capable of operati.rrg 24 hours a day in all

weather conditions and at a rate of at least 3IIz

(control constraint).

For crane applications it may he possible to fit. in-

strumentation to the load itself but common sen-

sors have drawbacks. Inertial sensors may have ve-

locity offsets that vary with time, and GPS sensors

may give errors due to electro-inagnetic propaga-
tion effects in the vicinity of last metal structures
such as the crane itself. For a dragline excavator

the extremely harsh nature of the bucket's inter-

action with the ground precludes instrumentation

on the bucket itself.

At first glance, computer vision appears to be an

ideal sensor for this application: the sensors are

low cost, processing power is becoming cheaper, it

is able to measure the state of the load without be-

ing in contact, and it. mimics the human operator's

sensing modality. Experiments with computer vi-

sion were reported in [9,10]. Strong shadows, sun
dazzle, background texture and clutter, moving

camera frame, and lack of contrast combined to

thwart all the machine vision approaches that we

evaluated.

4.1 A laser based approach

The machine vision experiments did teach us

that hoist ropes may he a easier to locate than

the bucket itself. The approach selected for the

automation system is instead based on a scanning

infra-red laser range-finder that looks for the

ropes. This retains the key advantage of non-

contact position sensing, the devices are rugged

and low in cost, and the difficult, problem of robust

scene segmentation is side stepped.

Note that for a dragline, as opposed to most

cranes, there are actually two hoist ropes sepa-

rated by about one metre. The angles computed

are therefore the angles for an imaginary average

hoist rope located mid-way between the left and

right hoist ropes.

Our system uses two Proximity Laser Scanners
(PLS) manufactured by Sick Opto-electronics,

Germany. The PLS returns range, R, and bear-

ing, w, data across a 180° field-of-view, giving a

where cr and e2 are configuration varying param-
eters, whose typical change over a swing cycle are

shown in Figure 4. The torque coupling coefficient,
c2i in particular varies very significantly.
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Laser Laser
Scanner Scanner

Fig. 5. The sensor package housing showing the
two scanners and the camera.

reading every 0.5° and a range accuracy of 20 min
and have been extensively tested under the range
of conditions expected on a dragline ( night, day,
rain and dust ). Two laser scanners are used for
redundancy , and to address the problem of blind-
ing due to direct sunlight , The two scanners have
different look-down angles (Figure 5) and so can
not be blinded by the sun simultaneously, With
some knowledge of the geometry of the dragline
boom tip, it is possible to calculate swing and
hoist angles directly from the laser scanner data.

The raw data from the laser scanners passes to
the rope finding element (Figure 6), which ex-
tracts the range and bearing of the two ropes
with respect to the scanner in the scanning plane
(Section 4.1.1). These positions are passed to a
transformation element that transforms the posi-
tions of the ropes in the scanning plane to swing
and hoist angles of the hoist rope , The swing and
hoist angles for each rope are averaged , and the
average is passed to a Kalman filter . Finally, the
Kalman filter produces estimates for swing and
hoist angles and the respective velocities (Sec-
tion 4.2).

4.1.1. Finding the ropes Each laser scanner pro-
duces 361 measurements per scan. l;ach measure-
ment represents the range to the first object in the
corresponding 0.5° segment of the semi-circular
scan. The positions of the two hoist ropes must
be extracted from this data, False targets (targets
that are not the ropes) complicate the task of
tracking the ropes. The rope finding algorithm
therefore must be able to locate the positions of
the hoist ropes reliably in the presence of these
false targets.

4.1.1.1. False targets Rain drops may cause
false targets . The laser scanners on the dragline
are mounted below the boom structure near the
tip of the boom, see Figure 1 . The extent to
which rain drops can be seen in this region,

rain data

Rope finder

left rope(R,w) right ropc(R,(o)

Rope angle
Ltransormation

left rope( 8, W)

raw data

r Rope Cinder

left rp.(R,o)) right rope(R,w)

Rope angle
transormation

right mpe(O, W) left rope( A, p,)

Average

right rope(O, y)

Average

average rope(Q, y) average rope(O, W)

Kalman filter

estimates W

Fig. 6. Schematic of the hoist rope angle measure-

ment system.

when the booin is moving through the air due
to swinging, is unknown, and no data has yet,
been captured to indicate the scale of the problem.
Some experiments were therefore carried out using
an uiunounted scanner at our laboratory in rain
and in the open. The important measure, for the
rope tracking system to work reliably, is the actual
probability of seeing a rain drop in a given scan
segment of the laser scanner, which for the two
experiments conducted were:

Rain rate Probability (%)
`light' 0.02

`medium' 0.28

These probabilities are very low and therefore
medium and light rain should not cause a signifi-
cant problem. False targets may also be generated
by insects and birds. Insects tend to swarm around
the bright lights that are used to illuminate the pit
at night.

4.1.1.2 . Range gating The first stage of the rope
finding algorithm is to range gate the raw laser
scanner data . This means that all targets found
between a range R,,,;,,, and An,,, are considered
potential hoist rope targets . \Ve can do this be-
cause we know that the ropes can only be in a cer-
tain region, which is constrained by the mechan-
ical design. Figure 7 shows the region-of-interest
created by these range gate limits combined with
the restricted view from the sensor housing.

4.1.1.3. Rope discrimination (pairing data) For
the dragline case where we are observing a pair of
hoist ropes we have additional information that
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Fig. 7. Range data from a laser scanner showing

the region-of-interest produced by range gat-

ing. The two large spikes indicate the position

of the two hoist ropes.

can assist the discrimination process. This step

would be skipped for a single hoist rope situation.

In particular we know that the ropes are con-

strained in the way they move relative to one

another. This allows us to pair up data points into

possible rope pairs (an n2 search task). Experi-

ments have shown that the hoist ropes are always

within 0.5m of one another in the x-direction and

are between 0.5 and 1.0m of one another in the ,-

direction. Figure 8 shows some data captured of

the ropes when it was not raining, with some ran-

domly added false target data added. The circles

show the range gated data points. The squares

show the mid-point between possible rope pairs.

In Figure 8 three possible rope pairs can be seen.

7r. ........ ......

5

T
3

2
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hoist ropes and reject the fake pairs'.' As

observed by the laser scanners, which operate at

a low frequency (:31Iz), the ropes move with an

almost random walk type motion which )rakes di-

rectly tracking the hoist ropes using model based

tracking techniques , such as Kalman filters, im-

possible.

The most practical (in this case ) and the simplest

form of tracking and data association is to look for

a target at time t in the area immediately around
where it was seen at time t -1. The size and shape

of the search area is based on observed maximum
motions between samples from experimental data.

The number of consecutive thatches of a particular

target pair can be counted and the pair with

the highest count, assuming it is above some

pre-defined threshold , should be the hoist ropes

(Figure 9).

'0 .................

time t+2

n time t+I

• time t

search region

Fig. 9. The tracking and data association strategy.
The numbers indicate the number of matches
of each point (the search area is only shown
for successful matches).

4.1.2.1. Rope modelling The position of the

ropes found by the rope tracking system is with

respect to the laser scanner. These positions must

therefore be transformed into real swing and hoist

angles of the hoist ropes. It is possible to derive

an expression for both swing and hoist angles as

a function of the sensed hoist rope position with

respect to the laser scanner and the geometry of

the sensing/boom structure. These transforma-

tions have been derived, but are not shown here.

4.2 Kalman filtering

23

Fig. 8. Data from the scanner clearly showing
paired data points (squares) that represent

the position of possible rope pairs.

4.1.2. Tracking and data association The next

problem encountered is that of data association

and tracking , i.e., how do we match pairs be-

tween successive scans, and hence identify the

o....., 0

..... ....... .......... .. .. ._. _;._ ......_; ....._._....

The rope angle system consists of two laser scan-

ners for robustness, and hence averaged swing and

hoist angles are calculated for both scanners. A

Kalman filter was used to fuse the measurements

from the separate scanners, and to estimate the
rate of change of swing and hoist angles, which

are needed by the dragline control algorithm.

The angle data from each scanning system is

not synchronous. The Kalman filter provides esti-

mates at a fixed frequency (5 1Tz) for the control
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system, whereas the Measurements from the laser

scanners arrive irregularly (on average 3/second).

By its nature, the Kalman filter gives the covari-

ance of the estimates which in turn can be used

for two things:

(1) To reject a laser measurement. if this measure

is incompatible with the current estimate.

In other words, it implements sensor failure

detection.

(2) To validate the estimates. The estimates are
valid once their covariance fall under a given
threshold depending on the desired accuracy.

4.3 Model of rope movement

The model of the bucket/rope system is extremely

simple. The swing angle (0) is assumed to follow

the equation of an un-forced pendulum as given

in (3) and the hoist angle (y) is assumed to follow

a constant velocity yri = 0.

4.4 Results

The swing and hoist angle estimation system de-

scribed here is currently being used in the pro-
totype dragline swing automation system being
trialled on a production dragline at a mine in
Queensland , Australia. Figure 10 shows the re-

sults from the angle sensing system during a typ-

ical automatic cycle.

20,...__

A ,0

1640 1050 11600 1670 1660
Time (600)

1690 1700 1710

Fig. 10. Swing angle (top), and hoist angle (bot-

tom) during an automatic cycle.

The swing and hoist angle system has so far been
used to demonstrate:

• effective bucket swing damping at dumping

and digging points;

• online estimation of bucket weight, which
is used to determine when the bucket has
emptied;

• bucket pose recovery.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented an approach to the control

of swinging loads based on feedback from online

measurements of the load position. The sensing

technique described does not contact the load

or hoist rope yet is accurate and robust. The

techniques described have been demonstrated in

the control of a full scale production dragline, a

Bucyrus-Erie 1370W.
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